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spenD less time with
the Family
Refer to “Declutter” resolution

Finish an entire
netFlix series
in a Day
Alongside an entire bowl of popcorn
because the two come together to form the
most beautiful of marriages.

Journal less

“Dear Diary, Mood: Apathetic.” Skip the whole
introductory 18-page letter–”FRONT AND BACK!”
(Ross Geller)–in the inside cover of your new journal
filled with empty promises to document your every
thought at least thrice a day.
It’s the 21st century, just tweet it.

DownloaD snapchat,
instaGram, twitter, BumBle,
GrumBle anD mayBe tumBle
You’re spending far too much time in reality these
days.

call
your
mom
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That's why God gave us two...wait, did he?

Go aGainst
the (veGan) Grain

smoke
more

That is, in the rare case that there is one.
Politeness is so “last century” in Israel.
Throwback to your frontsies-backsies
elementary school days and butt your way
to the front of that café line.

It’s time to come to terms with that cynical self
squinting behind rose-colored glasses. After all,
“Love is blind[ing].”

She'll be so surprised you
didn't reach out over social
media that you'll never have to
call her again. Mom points in
the bank.

While the hipsters don't know it yet, the meatless
trend has become so mainstream, that it's actually
"cooler" to dig into a big, fat, juicy slab-o-steak at M25
(30 Simtat Hacarmel, 03-5173086).

take the plunGe,
cut the line

Declutter

Take a cue from The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying
Up and Kondo yourself of any pets and/or children
cluttering your bedroom...if unsure, just ask yourself
“does this two-year-old really spark joy in my heart?”
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tEst your
livEr's
CapaCity

Fall out oF lovE

Tel Aviv is a fast-paced city.
Take a chill pill (literally) and
catch up with your old pal
Mary Jane.

CanCEl
your gym
mEmbErship

It’s not like you use it anyways. You can always invest
in an electric bike if you want to pretend that you’re
exercising.

Eat
lEss
kalE

Stop lying to yourself,
nobody likes the
taste of sandpaper.

bE lEss prompt
As they say, “Early is on time,
on time is late, and late is
unacceptable.” As they say
in Israel, “Late is on time, on
time is kind of lame, and early
is out of the question.”

gEt sunburnt
Sunscreen is a conspiracy theory anyways,
save your sheks and let the sun beat down
on your pasty, ash(k)en(azi) skin.
It only takes one third-degree full-body
burn before that raw skin turns to tan.

Don't Cut
your hair
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